
 

              
      

 
       

  
            

               
             
             

          
              

    
           

              
               

               
            

            
            

             
            
              

     
                 

           
     

       
        
          
            

               
  

   
     
            

     
               

        
                 

Preplanning  Text  Focused  Comments 
  

 
Module: CAR & CROWD 
Content Activity: Coach  

Big Idea: 
• Adults review texts and preplan comments.

Guiding Statement: 
• I plan some comments that focus student attention on the text.

Students who Following the CAR or Putting the CROWD in the CAR benefit from adult reading 
partners focusing on text, as well as content. Text-focused comments address text features like 
direction of book, direction of text, reading from left to right, identifying where a word begins 
and ends, alphabet knowledge (i.e., upper- and lower-case), as well as phonological awareness 
(i.e., b represents the sound /b/; why rhymes with sky). 
Remember, CROWD comments or questions are used to ASK for or invite participation if 
students have not initiated their own comments after you turn the page and pause and wait; 
read the page and pause and wait; or demonstrate a Comment and pause and wait. If you 
demonstrate a comment about text and the student does not respond, then you can maximize 
student learning by providing a CROWD comment or question that builds on your comment. 
This provides students with the needed repetition and variety to help them build their 
understanding of that text-related concept. For example, one adult reading partner turned the 
page and waited, read the page, and waited, and finally demonstrated her planned comment, 
“This is the letter A! ” After pausing and waiting again, none of her students responded. She 
made the planned Distancing comment from the CROWD, “This is letter A. Some of you have a 
letter A in your name. Abby and Adam! ” 
Take a moment right now to think of an example of each of the other types of CROWD 
comments or questions the adult reading partner might use to follow her preplanned comment, 
“I see the letter A!” 

• Completion – This is the letter…
• Recall - Tell me which letter this is.
• Open ended - Tell me what letters are here.
• Wh question – What is the name of this letter?

The following activity is intended to help you plan CAR and CROWD comments to use 
during shared reading. 

Directions: 
1. Look at each of the book pages below.
2. Think about the words your students have available on the communication systems

they are learning to use.
3. If students have known or suspected vision, be sure to plan comments about parts of

the book that are accessible to them.
4. Write both a CAR and a CROWD comment that focuses on the text for each page.
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PREPLANNING PRINT FOCUSED COMMENTS 2 

Coach: 
Words in Italics are examples, but participants are likely to come up with many others. When 
using the activity with a group, participants can work in pairs to co-create their comments. 
Then share the work with the whole group, so the group can help refine comments and share 
more examples of CAR comments and CROWD comment types. 

Picture and Text CAR Comment CROWD Comment 

Wheeling speed. 

(Adult reading partner directs 
student attention to period at end 
of the sentence) This is a period. 
Or 
Remember our letter of the day is 
W. This is a W (direct student 
attention to the letter), it starts
the word Wheeling.

How do we know the sentence is 
finished? Or 
Oh, there is an important letter on 
this page. We learned about it this 
morning. What letter is this? 

Wheeling read. 

(Adult reading partner directs 
student attention to the letter, e, 
in both words and says one of the 
following)
There are many e’s here! 
Here are 3 e’s. 
E, e, and more e’s! 

There are many letters and words 
here (while directing student 
attention to e’s) … 
What letters are on this page? 
The word, wheeling, has two ee’s. 
Megan, how many e’s are in your 
name. 

Wheeling swing. 

(Adult reading partner directs 
student attention to the letter, w, 
at the beginning of Wheeling and 
in the middle of swing. She says 
one of the following) 
Here is w and here is w. 
Same letter, w. 
Here is an uppercase W. Here is a 
lowercase w. 

Here is a letter and here is the 
same letter. Tell me what letter 
these both are. 

Wheeling king. 

(Adult reading partner directs 
student attention to the ing in 
wheeling and king) 
This word ends with ing. This 
word ends with ing. 
Wheeling ends with ing. 

What other words end with ing? 
Wheeling and king sound the 
same at the end. They…. 
Wheeling ends with ing. King ends 
with ing. Wheeling-king. They 
rhyme. 

Wheeling fight. 

(Adult reading partner follows the 
words as she reads) “Wheeling 
fight”.
I start here. I end here. 
I read this way (while moving 
finger under text). 
These are words. I read words. 

Show me where I start reading. 
I start reading here. Which way 
do I go?
Pick a word for me to read 
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